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1. Introduction. This paper presents generalizations of the two

basic theorems on noncut points in Pi continua given in [7], the gen-

eralizations consisting primarily in weakening compactness to rather

more esoteric conditions. The results cover a considerable number of

classes of spaces, defined as minimal or complete with respect to cer-

tain properties, all of which have been studied, for different purposes,

at some length in the existing literature.

The terminology used is, in general, the same as that in [7]. We

shall denote by C(X) the set of continuous real valued functions de-

fined on a space X, and we shall denote by L(X) the set of functions

in C(X) which map X into [0, 1 ]. Two points x, y in X are completely

separated ii there is a function / in C(X) with f(x) 9^f(y); X is called

completely Hausdorff if every pair of distinct points of X are com-

pletely separated. If for some z in X, X— {z} =AUB, separated in

X— {z}, with x in A and y in B, then x and y are said to be point

separated.

A filter base on a space X is said to be an open filter base if the sets

belonging to it are open subsets of X. An open filter base (R is regular

if each set P(E(R contains the closure of some set S£ol. An open

filter base <3 is completely regular if for every C£© there exist a set

DEQ and a function fEL(X) such that/ vanishes on D and equals

lonl-C.A filter base ff is fixed if l~lff^0.
On any space X each of the following is a necessary condition for

compactness.

(A) Every regular filter base on X is fixed.

(B) Every completely regular filter base on X is fixed.

We define ft to be the class of nondegenerate connected Pi spaces

X for which A holds and flJ to be the class of nondegenerate con-

nected Pi spaces X for which B holds and every pair of point sep-

arated points of X are completely separated.

ft consists of the nondegenerate connected Pi spaces which have

the property "R(i)" studied in [9]. (B consists of the nondegenerate
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connected Tx spaces which have a property that is slightly more gen-

eral than the property "completely Hausdorff-complete" studied in

[12]. Immediate proofs, based on known characterization theorems,

show that (2 contains the nondegenerate connected Tx spaces which

are compact, minimal Hausdorff, absolutely closed, nonvacuously

H(ii), H(i), minimal Urysohn, Urysohn-closed, nonvacuously U(ii),

U(i), minimal regular, regular-closed, nonvacuously R(ii), or R(i)

(see [l]-[3], [6], [8]-[l0], and [12]). It follows from the results in

[l] and [12] that the class 03 contains the nondegenerate connected

Hausdorff spaces which are compact or completely Hausdorff-

complete.

2. The class Q.

Lemma 2.1. Let X be a connected Tx space, let xEX, and suppose that

X— {x} =AU5, separated. Then A and B are openinX, A= A^J{x},

B = BVJ {x}, and A and B are connected.

Lemma 2.2. Let X be a connected Tx space, and suppose that there

exist a subset A of X and sets U(a), V(a)EX, aEA, which have the

following properties: for each aEA, X — {a} = U(a)yJV(a), separated;

for all a, bEA, U(a)EU(b) or U(a)Z)U(b). Then one of the following
holds.

(i)   { U(a)\aEA } is fixed.
(ii)   { U(a) | <zG^4 } is a regular filter base on X.

Proof. If there exists cEA such that for all aEA — {c}, U(c)

Zt> U(a), then (i) holds. Suppose that for all aEA there exists

cEA — {a} such that U(a)Z)U(c). Then an argument based on

Lemma 2.1, similar to one in the proof of Theorem 2-18 in [7], shows

that for each a there exists c so that U(a)Z) U(c)KJ{c} = \U(c)\~.

Thus (ii) holds.

Theorem 2.3. If SE&, then S has at least two noncut points.

Proof. The subcollection { UXa} in the proof of Theorem 2-18 in

[7] satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.2, so the requirement that

5 be compact can be weakened to the property A.

Lemma 2.4. Let X be a space which has property A. If V is an open

subset of X and xEX — Vwith V = V\J {x}, then V\J {x} has property

A.

Proof. Let (R be a regular filter base on VU {x}, and suppose that

x^Dflt. Then there is a set 7?Gof such that xER- The filter base

oY={SG(R|.SCA} is a regular filter base on X. Thus 0^noTCDo!.
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A connected space 5 is irreducibly connected about a set AES pro-

vided that no proper connected subset of 5 contains A.

Theorem 2.5. If 5£ft, then S is irreducibly connected about its set

of noncut points.

The proof is an obvious modification of the proof of Theorem 2-19

in [7].

Example 2.6. If in [3] one starts with the "long interval" instead

of the set of ordinals ^ ft and the one-point compactification of [0, °° )

instead of the set of ordinals ^ w, then the same construction as the

one in [3] yields a connected, locally connected, minimal regular

space F which consists entirely of noncut points.

We omit the proof, since it is long, but essentially the same as the

one in [3].

Example 2.7. Let R he the irrational numbers in [0, l], Xo

= RX{0},Xi = ([0,l]-R)x{i},i = l,2,andX = X0VJXxyJX2.The
topology for X is generated by intersections with X of sets of the form

AX{0, 1, 2}, AX{l}, and ^XJ2}, where A is open in [0, l]. In

[S] Herrlich proves that X is minimal Hausdorff but not second cate-

gory. One can also see that X is connected, and that its cut points and

noncut points are X0 and Xx*JX2.

Example 2.8. The noncompact minimal Hausdorff space in [10] is

connected and consists entirely of noncut points.

These spaces are not countably compact or completely Hausdorff.

The following noncompact space has both properties.

Example 2.9. Let Fbe the "long interval," with the weakest topol-

ogy stronger than the order topology which contains the complement

of the ordinals less than ft. Then [12] F is countably compact, com-

pletely Hausdorff, and absolutely closed. Y also belongs to ft and is

irreducibly connected about its first and last points.

3. The class (B.

Lemma 3.1. Let X be a space with property B and f a continuous

mapping of X into a space Y. Thenf(X) has property B.

Lemma 3.2 (Banaschewski). A completely regular space with

property B is compact.

This is an immediate consequence of the principal result in  [l].

Lemma 3.3. Let V be an open subset of a space X and x a point of

X-V such that FU{x} = 7. If X E®, then V E®.
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Proof. Let 01 be a completely regular filter base on V\J {x}, and

suppose that xGfiOT,. Let Gt' = {7?G(5t|xG-R}» and consider a set

CE®-'- There exist DE&' and fEL(VKj{x}) such thatf(D) =0 and
f((W{x})-Q = l. Define g: X->[0, l] by g(t) = l if f£C and
g(t)=f(t) otherwise. Then g is continuous on X, g(D)=0, and

g(A — C) = l. Thus (R' is a completely regular filter base on X, so

0^norcri(R.
Since AG® and every pair of point separated (with respect to V)

points of V are point separated with respect to X, every pair of point

separated points of V are completely separated.

If X is any topological space, then one can associate with X a com-

pletely regular space wX and a continuous mapping c of X onto wX

such that C(X) = {g o c\gEC(wX)} [4, p. 41]. In case X is com-

pletely Hausdorff, wX and c can be chosen so that wX has the same

points as those of X and c = the identity mapping.

Lemma 3.4. Let AG®. If x is a cut point of X, then c(x) is a cut point

ofwX.

Proof. Suppose that X— {x} =A^JB, separated. Then A and B

are open, and A=A\J{x} and B = B\J{x} have property B by

Lemma 3.3. Thus c(A) and c(B) are closed subsets of wX by Lemmas

3.1 and 3.2. Since each pair of point separated points of X are com-

pletely separated, c(A)C\c(B) = {c(x)}. Therefore, wX—{c(x)}

= (c(A)— {c(x)})^J(c(B)— {c(x)}) is a decomposition of wX— \c(x)\

into open sets.

Theorem 3.5. Let AG®- Then X has at least two noncut points.

Proof. If X has at least one cut point, then wX is a nondegenerate

Hausdorff continuum and has at least two noncut points a and b. The

points in c_1(a) and c~l(b) are noncut points of X.

Corollary 3.6. Let X be a connected completely Hausdorff-complete

space (see [12]). Then X and wX have the same noncut points.

Proof. A completely Hausdorff-complete space has property B

[12], so for every noncut point a of wX, a = c~l(a) is a noncut point

of X. Conversely, it follows from the continuity of c that every non-

cut point of X is a noncut point of wX.

Theorem 3.7. If AG®, then X is irreducibly connected about its set

of noncut points.

Proof. The proof is an appropriate modification of the proof of

Theorem 2.5.
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If X is any one of the spaces in Examples 2.6-2.9, one can prove

that every pair of point separated points of X are completely sepa-

rated. Since, clearly, property A is a sufficient condition for property

B on any space, it follows that the spaces in Examples 2.6-2.9 belong

to(B.

Example 3.8. Let X = [0, 1 ] and V be the usual topology on X, and

choose a collection of sets X(n), w= 1, 2, • • • , which have the follow-

ing properties: for each re, X(n) is a dense subset of (X,V); X(i)fs\X(j)

= 0 whenever i^j; X = (J j X(re)}. Denote by V? the topology on X

generated by V\J{X(2n-l)KJX(2n)VJX(2n + l)\n = i, 2, • • • }
U{Z(2«-1)|« = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ }. A proof is given in [ll] that w(X, Vi>)

= (X, V) and that there exists a countable regular filter base on

(X, W) which is not fixed. According to [l], a completely Haus-

dorff Y has property B ii and only if wY is compact. Thus (X, 'W)

G(B-ft.

4. Nondegenerate P continua and the classes ft and (B. There

are, not surprisingly, several important ways in which noncompact

connected spaces with property A or B fail to be as well behaved as

the compact ones.

Example 4.1. If U is an open subset of a countably compact com-

pletely Hausdorff space F£ftP\(B and C is a component of U, then

U— U need not contain any limit points of C. Using the notation in

[12, Example 5], let U= F-ft' and C= {ft}.

Example 4.2. An absolutely closed completely Hausdorff space can

have a quasi-component that is not a component.

Let F=[0, 1], Z= }0}W{l/re|re=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ }, X=YXZ, and let
V denote the usual topology on X. We write (a, b)' for the point (a, b)

and (a, b) for the open interval (a, b). Let W he the topology on X

generated by {v\ VEV, or V={(1, 0)'}\J((a, l]X((0, b)C\Z)) for

some a, b in (0, 1)}. (X, V?) is an absolutely closed completely

Hausdorff space, the quasi-component of (0, 0)' in (X, V?) is FX {0},

and the component of (0, 0)' in (A", <W) is {(a, 0)'\aE [0, 1)}.

The proof that (X, W) is absolutely closed and completely Haus-

dorff is similar to the proof in [12, Example 5]. Proofs of the other

statements are straightforward.

Remark 4.3. According to Theorem 2.4 of [13], no noncompact

connected, locally connected space is irreducibly connected about a

compact subset. Thus the noncompact spaces covered by Theorem

2.5 or 3.7 will not be locally connected unless they have infinitely

many noncut points.

Remark 4.4.  If a space XE® is minimal Hausdorff (minimal
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Urysohn, minimal regular) and has two noncut points, then it follows

from Theorems 11.5-11.7 of [13] that X is an ordered continuum.

Example 4.5. The following is a sequentially compact, noncom-

pact, minimal Hausdorff space AG® which has three noncut points.

Let Q.' be as in Example 4.1, let R be the nonnegative real numbers,

and let Z be the lexicographically ordered space Sl'XR. Choose two

new points ax, a2 and let A =ZU {ax, a2}, topologized as follows: if V

is open in Z, then V is open in A; neighborhoods of «i and a2 are any

sets of the form

V(ax) = {ax} U {08, r) E Z | 0 > a    and    0 < r < l},    a E Q',

V(a2) = {a2}\J {(0,r)EZ\0> a    and    r>l}, «£!!'.

Proof. Z is the long line, so X is sequentially compact. Since

fi'X {0} is a closed, noncompact subset of A, X is not compact. X

is obviously Hausdorff.

To prove that X is minimal Hausdorff, it suffices (see, e.g., [2], or

pp. 167-168 in Bourbaki's Topologie generate) to prove that (a) A is

absolutely closed and (b) the family {lnt(OF)[ V is an open subset

of A} is a base for the topology on X. The proof of (a) is similar to

the proof needed for Example 4.2. (b) is clear except possibly at ax

and a2. For each a; and a, one can show that V"(ai) = Int(ClF"(a,)).

Proofs of the other statements are straightforward.

We conclude the paper with an example of a compact space

AGft-(B.
Example 4.6. Let U be any nondegenerate countable connected Tx

space, let P be the product space UX {l, 2}, and let K = P\j{ir},

topologized as follows: a set VEK is open if (a) VC\P is open in P

and (b) if irEV, then A— Fis finite.

Since C(U) contains only constant functions, no two points of K

are completely separated. On the other hand, any points (u, l)EK

and (v, 2)EK are point separated.
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